
 

 

What is knowledge centered support? 

Knowledge centered support (KCSSM) is a methodology for capturing, authoring and publishing infor-

mation that is relevant to the support processes for an  organization.  When corporate knowledge is struc-

tured and processed in a methodical manner it can have positive effects on the service desk, the helpdesk, 

and the staff and clients of the business. 

Why use knowledge centered support? 

The structured, verified corporate information that is produced by KCS is often used as a knowledge base 

that end-users, or clients can search and browse via on-line web portals and web self-service helpdesks. 

When clients can find helpful information without calling the helpdesk, everyone wins.  By adopting a 

structured approach to maintaining corporate information and keeping on-line content up to date, the 

efficiency of the service channels and internal information distribution is enhanced. 

What about ITIL? 

ITIL (information technology infrastructure library) v3 Knowledge management is the process that is re-

sponsible for providing knowledge to other areas of the business and across all other processes within ITIL. 

While ITIL v3 identifies this vital part of an efficient knowledge platform, it doesn't show you how to imple-

ment it.  ITIL is descriptive, not prescriptive - that is, it does not tell you how to do something. 

This is where KCS comes in.  KCS is a set of principles and practices that will give you the "how to". 

KCS endeavours to collect, categorize, organize and publish information, or knowledge so that it can be 

continually updated and re-used by the support processes within an organization.  This is why KCS and ITIL 

processes such as incident management and problem management work well together.  The information 

that is collected as part of an incident or problem, such as resolution, work-around details, technical data 

or other can be transferred into the knowledge system that is governed by KCS principles. 

By having a structured database of knowledge that is a product of real-world tech support, helpdesk work-

ers will find that consulting such a resource as part of the incident/problem resolution process will become 

standard operating procedure.   

KCS should not be thought of as a by-product of problem resolution.  KCS should be thought of as the 

way to solve problems.  This is where the relationship between KCS, ITIL knowledge management, incident 

management, and problem management converge. 

KCS(SM)  is a service mark of the Consortium for Service Innovation™. 

For further information about Knowledge Centered Support, see www.knowledge-centered-support.com 
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Create and classify 

Each knowledge article needs to be appropriately classified so that it be-

comes searchable, useable and readable. 

Classification is based around several key concepts such as the name, the 

issue(s) is applies to, resolution, platform/technology, author and keywords 

 

Share knowledge, publish to the web 

Publish knowledge articles to web self-service portals.  Link articles to web 

self-service portals for your clients and customers.  Once an article has been 

written and approved, allow your clients and customers using your web por-

tal to search for, and browse your content. 

Link knowledge articles to ticket creation process, so that clients can read 

and solve their issues before even logging a new ticket.  

Get the statistics 

Effective knowledge centered support relies on a solid statistical founda-

tion.  Get the statistics on knowledge base usages, feedback, ratings, histori-

cal relevance and searchability.  Track the performance of individual 

knowledge base articles, or look at an overall-aggregated view of your entire 

knowledge stack.  Regular examination of knowledge base usage and statis-

tics will help you to keep the evolution of your corporate knowledge alive 

and well.  

Knowledge article ratings and feedback 

Feedback is an important part of the double-loop process.  Knowledge con-

tent and article will continue to evolve over time based on the feedback and 

comments that come from both staff and clients.  Allow everyone to provide 

feedback on knowledge article.  Keep the feedback short, simple and rele-

vant.  Regularly monitor this feedback and build automation around this to 

ensure that each and every knowledge base article continues to improve with 

each iteration.  

Knowledge article feedback and comments 

Capture both ratings, as well as user feedback.  Use this feedback to improve 

and refine articles for reuse.   Feedback should be gathered about the date, 

the user (or anonymous), the rating, as well as any free-text comment the 

reviewer may have.  All of these different aspects of feedback will improve 

article iteration.  

Knowledge Management Knowledge Management principles in action 


